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Abstract
The presentation goes into a summary of what PFLOTRAN does, 
which is to model subsurface flow and transport, and why 
PyFLOTRAN is created. The bulk of the slides present how the 
PyFLOTRAN graphical user interface is structured, and the 
functionalities of the application. The presentation shows 
screenshots of the application, and a bit of the many individual 
components that are strapped with the main window. Lastly, 
future work is described where reading from input files, and 
migrating to a web app is suggested.
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PFLOTRAN

• PFLOTRAN is a massively parallel subsurface flow 

and reactive transport code

• Developed in the DOE complex for the purpose of 

understanding problems related to:
–Energy, climate and national security.

• Some of the present applications of PFLOTRAN 

include geothermal energy extraction, carbon 

sequestration, nuclear waste repository science, 

Arctic hydrology and groundwater flow. 
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Technology Stack

Python (+ PySide)



Technology Stack: Design







Technology Stack: Design





Technology Stack: Views









Future Work

Read from input file

Early validation

‘prettify’ GUI

Migrate to web
(Django/Flask)
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